Cookies policy
According to the Electronic Communications Act (2003: 389), everyone who visits a
website with cookies must have access to information that the website contains cookies
and the purpose of the use of cookies.
What are cookies
Cookies are small text flies containing a string of characters that can be placed on your
computer, mobile or other device that uniquely identifies your browser. We use
technologies like cookies to deliver, secure, understand products and services.
Can cookies be stored on my device without consent
Cookies may not be stored on your device without your consent. However, there are
exceptions. There are cookies that are necessary for you to be able to use the service on
a website. These are functional cookies, and without them you cannot make full use of
the service or the website.
What do I need to know about cookies
Cookies allow a site or services to know if your device has visited our website or app
before. These technologies are widely used to remember you and your preferences, and
generally improve your experience in using our service, either for single visit (through
a “session cookie”) or for multiple repeats visits (using a “persistent cookie”).
Session cookies are temporary cookies that are used during your visit to the sites, and
they expire when you close the web browser.
Persistent cookies are used to remember your preferences within our sites and remain
on your device even after you close your browser or restart your computer. They ensure
a consistent and efficient experience for you while using our site.
Cookies may be set by us (“first-party cookies”), or by third parties, such as those who
serve content or provide advertising or analytics service (“third party cookies”). These
third parties can recognize you when you visit our sites and when you visit certain other
websites.
What are the types of cookies we use
Some cookies are always on when you visit us, and you can’t turn them off unless you
change your browser setting. We call these “necessary cookies”. We use them to make
sure our digital services work correctly and are meeting customer’s needs and interests.
For example, these cookies let us recognize that you have created an account and have
logged into that account to access the content.
We also use functional cookies to make your experience more enjoyable. You can switch
these on or off at any time and you can always change your mind, i.e. we’ll only use
them if you’ve agreed. For example, these cookies will recognize your username and
password during future visits.

Name

Purpose

Functional/
Necessary

_ga

Collect web statistics about the use of the website and
make it possible to distinguish between new and
returning visitors to the website. Stored for 2 years

Functional

_gid

These cookies are created for the analysis tool Google
Analytics and is used to limit the number of calls if
the website receives a lot of traffic. Stored for 2 years

Functional

_gat

Is used to limit the number of requests sent for a
limited time. Stored for 2 years

Functional

cb_enabled

Remember whether the visitor clicked off the
website's banner information about cookies. Stored
for 1 year

Necessary

resolution

Customize the web page to the screen. Stored for 30
days

Necessary

pll_languate Remember selected language. Stored for 1 year

Necessary

_kuid

Functional

Relevant marketing Stored for 3 months

How long will cookies stay on my device
The length of time a cookie will stay on your computer or other device depend on
whether it is a “persistent” or “session” cookie. Session cookies will only stay on your
device until you stop browsing. Persistent cookies stay on your device until they expire
or are deleted.

How do I remove cookies from my device?
If you don’t like the idea of cookies or certain types of cookies, you can change your
browser’s settings to delete cookies that have already been set and to not accept new
cookies. Below are some common options:
Computer
Chrome
Microsoft Edge
Microsoft Internet Explorer

Firefox
Safari
Opera
Mobile device
Android (Chrome)
Apple iOS (Safari)

Contact
If you would like to contact us to understand more about this policy or wish to contact us
concerning any matter relating to our use if cookies, you may send an email to
dataskydd@assessio.se

